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a b s t r a c t
It is well known that visual information derived from mouth movements (i.e., lipreading) can have profound effects on auditory speech identiﬁcation (e.g. the McGurk-effect [16]). Here we examined the
reverse phenomenon, namely whether auditory speech affects lipreading. We report that speech sounds
dubbed onto lipread speech affect immediate identiﬁcation of lipread tokens. This effect likely reﬂects
genuine cross-modal integration of sensory signals and not just a simple response bias because we also
observed adaptive shifts in visual identiﬁcation of the ambiguous lipread tokens after exposure to incongruent audiovisual adapter stimuli. Presumably, listeners had learned to label the lipread stimulus in
accordance with the sound, thus demonstrating that the interaction between hearing and lipreading is
genuinely bi-directional.
© 2010 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

The question of how sensory modalities cooperate in forming a
coherent representation of the environment is the focus of much
current work. A particularly elucidating example is the interaction
between hearing and seeing speech (here referred to as lipreading). In one of the more spectacular cases, listeners report to ‘hear’
/da/ when in fact, auditory /ba/ is dubbed onto lipread /ga/, the
McGurk-effect [16]. Numerous studies have explored the brain
mechanisms underlying this phenomenon. Some have reported
that visual speech may affect auditory processing as early as the
auditory cortex [8,10,17,19,24]. The interaction has been found
to occur between 150 and 250 ms using the mismatch negativity paradigm [10,17,24], while others have reported that as early
as 100 ms, the auditory N1 component is attenuated and speeded
up when auditory speech is accompanied by lipread information
[4,29], possibly because visual speech predicts when a sound is
going to occur [26,33].
Notably though, to date it is not known whether auditory speech
also affects visual processing of lipread speech. This is surprising
because bi-directional effects have been reported in other crossmodal illusions. For example, in the ‘ventriloquist illusion’, the
apparent location of a sound is displaced towards a simultaneously presented and spatially misaligned light [2]. The reverse
phenomenon, namely that the apparent location of a visual target
is shifted towards an auditory displaced distracter, has also been
reported [20], although the effect is admittedly small because the
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more reliable information source, – for space vision – is dominant
and thus less susceptible to cross-modal biases [11,14].
Here, we sought to show that identiﬁcation of lipread stimuli
is affected by speech sounds. For that purpose, we created a 7point continuum of visual stimuli in between /omso/ and /onso/.
Participants were instructed to lipread these stimuli and press an
‘m’- or ‘n’-key upon lipreading /omso/ or /onso/, respectively (a
visual 2AFC-task), while trying to ignore /omso/ or /onso/ sounds
that were dubbed onto the videos. Despite instructions to ignore
the sound, we expected the sound to shift the visual identiﬁcation
function of the lipread stimuli, so more ‘n’-responses upon hearing
/onso/ rather than /omso/.
Twelve native speakers of Dutch (mean age = 23) with normal hearing and normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated
(mean age = 21) after giving written informed consent. The experiment was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Stimulus creation started with two videos of the full face of a
male speaker pronouncing the pseudo-words /omso/ and /onso/ as
previously used by Tuomainen et al. [27]. The head, nose, and eye
position of the speaker were well aligned, so fusion of the stimuli could be accomplished by adjusting the overall opacity rather
than applying a morphing technique with landmarks on the face.
The lipread /m/ and /n/ belong to different ‘viseme’ classes [36],
and are thus relatively easy to visually discriminate. To create a
continuum in between the two recordings, videos were ﬁrst converted into bitmap sequences (29.97 f/s) matched for total duration
(45 bitmaps; 1500 ms) and for onset and offset of the articulatory
gesture (at 567 and 1367 ms, respectively). Each individual bitmap
of the /omso/ sequence was fused with the corresponding /onso/
bitmap by adding the two bitmaps in different relative proportions
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to each other. Seven bitmap sequences were created by varying the
relative proportion from 0 to 100% for the most /omso/-like stimulus, through 15–85%, 29–81%, 43–57%, 58–42%, 72–28%, to 90–10%
for the most /onso/-like stimulus. Each of the seven thus created
videos (14.9 (H) by 18.8 (W) cm in size) looked natural without any
noticeable jitter or fading. The natural timing between the audio
and video was preserved by relying on a custom-made programme
that displayed the bitmap sequence and played the sound by trigger, rather than a standard PC-based video-player whose timing
was considered to be too unreliable.
Participants were tested individually in a sound attenuated and
dimly lit booth and were seated at approximately 70 cm from a 17in. CRT screen. The audio was presented at 63 dBa at ear-level via
two regular loudspeakers placed left and right of the monitor. The
seven lipread tokens of the continuum were delivered in combination with auditory /omso/ and /onso/, and in a silent condition.
Each of the 21 stimuli was delivered 20 times (420 trials in total) in
four blocks of 105 randomly presented trials. Participants judged
whether the visual stimulus was /omso/ or /onso/ by pressing the
corresponding ‘m’- or ‘n’-key. The next trial started 750 ms after
a response was detected. Prior to testing, participants received a
short practice session (12 trials) in which they were shown the two
extreme tokens of the lipread continuum combined with auditory
/omso/, /onso/, or silence. It was stressed that participants had to
rely on lipreading rather than sound, as the sound did not predict
in any sense what the visual stimulus would look like.
For each participant, the proportion of ‘n’-responses was determined as a function of the lipread token. The group-averaged data
are presented in Fig. 1. As is clearly visible, three rather sharp
S-shaped visual identiﬁcation functions were obtained. The 50%
cross-over point of the curves was near the middle of the continuum and the extremes were almost entirely judged as /omso/ or
/onso/. This demonstrates that our continuum was adequately created. Most importantly, the dubbing of a sound onto the videos
shifted the visual identiﬁcation functions in the predicted direction, so more ‘n’-responses if /onso/ was dubbed onto the video
rather than /omso/. A 3 (Aonso , Aomso , or V-only) × 7 (lipread token)

Fig. 1. The proportion of ‘n’-responses as a function of the lipread token of the continuum, separately for the visual-only condition, and when combined with auditory
/onso/ or /omso/. Signiﬁcant differences between individual lipread tokens combined with auditory /onso/ versus /omso/ are denoted by an asterisk. Error bars
represent one standard error of the mean.
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ANOVA on the proportion of ‘n’-responses showed a main effect of
lipread token (F(6,66) = 180.73, p < .001) because – unsurprisingly
– there were more ‘n’-responses if the lipread videos contained
a larger portion of the original /onso/-video. Most importantly,
there was a main effect of sound (F(2,22) = 4.61, p < .022) because
there were more ‘n’-responses if auditory /onso/ was dubbed onto
the video rather than /omso/. The interaction was also signiﬁcant
(F(12,132) = 2.08, p < .023). Separate paired t-tests conﬁrmed that
there were more ‘n’-responses on the ﬁrst, second, third, and ﬁfth
lipread token if that token was combined with auditory /onso/
rather than /omso/ (all p’sone-tailed < .05).
These data thus clearly demonstrate that a speech sound does
indeed affect lipreading. The question posed in the introduction,
namely whether the cross-modal interaction between speech and
lipreading is bi-directional can thus, as a ﬁrst approximation,
be answered afﬁrmatively. However, a critical issue is to determine the processing stage at which this effect occurs. At least
two possibilities are available. On the one hand, it may be that
the auditory-induced shift is reﬂecting a truly perceptual effect
of sound on vision. Alternatively, though, it might also reﬂect a
response strategy of the participant who, whenever unsure about
the visual target, relied on the sound that was heard, despite
instructions to ignore that sound.
To further examine this, we conducted another experiment in
which we measured aftereffects using an exposure-test paradigm
as introduced by Bertelson et al. [3]. In that study, it was reported
that if an ambiguous sound halfway between /b/ and /d/ was
dubbed onto lipread /b/ (rather than /d/), participants were more
likely to categorize the initially ambiguous sound as /b/ when tested
later in an auditory-only speech identiﬁcation test. Presumably, listeners had learned to label the ambiguous sound in accord with
the lipread information (i.e., phonetic recalibration). This ﬁnding
was taken as a particularly clear example that lipreading affects
speech identiﬁcation beyond the level of simple response biases.
This ﬁnding has been replicated ever since in many other studies (e.g. [28,31,32,34,35]). Here, we tested the reverse situation,
namely whether a sound would induce a longer-lasting change
about the interpretation of an initially ambiguous lipread stimulus.
To ensure that this was not due to response priming (i.e., respond
/onso/ during test if /onso/ was presented in foregoing exposure
phase) we included, as in Bertelson et al. [3], a control condition
with stimuli that were not expected to induce recalibration. For that
purpose, we used the extreme video tokens /omso/ or /onso/ with
the congruent sounds (VmAm and VnAn) dubbed onto it. These
stimuli were not expected to induce recalibration because there
is no deviance between sight and sound that supposedly drives
recalibration. However, the unambiguous nature of the lipread
stimuli might possibly cause a contrastive aftereffect (in the auditory domain known as ‘selective speech adaptation’) as has been
demonstrated before for auditory speech [22,23], color, curvature
[13], or motion [1], possibly reﬂecting a ‘fatigue’ of some hypothetical feature detectors. With unambiguous audiovisual exposure
stimuli, one might thus expect fewer ‘n’-responses after exposure
to VnAn than VmAm, an effect in the opposite direction of recalibration.
Twenty-two new native speakers of Dutch with normal hearing and normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated (mean
age = 21). A pre-test was used to determine the most ambiguous
lipread token for each participant. Each video of the continuum
was delivered 16 times in random order and participants indicated whether they saw /omso/ or /onso/. The video closest to
the individually determined 50% cross-over point was taken as
the perceptually most ambiguous video (henceforth V?). During
adaptation proper, participants were repeatedly exposed to a short
block of audiovisual adapter stimuli and then tested on lipreading. Each exposure block contained eight consecutive presentations
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(ISI = 500 ms) of one of the four audiovisual adapter stimuli V?An
or V?Am (to induce recalibration), or VnAn or VmAm (to induce
selective adaptation). Exposure was immediately followed by a
lipreading test consisting of three different videos presented twice
in random order (six test trials in total). The three videos were V?,
its immediate ‘omso-like’ neighbour on the continuum V? − 1, and
its immediate ‘onso-like’ neighbour V? + 1. During the test, participants indicated whether they saw the speaker pronounce /onso/
or /omso/ by pressing a corresponding key.
There were 32 exposure-test blocks in total (8 for each of the
4 adapters), delivered in pseudo-random order. At the end of the
experiment, participants were also asked to rate the /omso/–/onso/
quality of the lipread part of the audiovisual adapter stimuli on a
seven point Likert-scale with ‘1’ representing a clear visual /omso/
and ‘7’ a clear visual /onso/. Each of the four adapters was presented
six times (ISI = 900 ms) in pseudo-random order.
The number of ‘n’-responses was determined for each participant (see Fig. 2 for the group averages) and these data were
submitted to a 2 (ambiguous or unambiguous lipread exposure) × 2
(adapter sound /omso/ or /onso/) × 3 (lipread test-token) overall ANOVA. There was a main effect of ambiguity of the lipread
adapter (F(1,21) = 5.86, p < .025) because there were somewhat
more ‘n’-responses after exposure to the ambiguous adapters
than the unambiguous ones. The main effect of the lipread testtoken (F(2,42) = 116.42, p < .001) indicated that there were more

Fig. 2. The mean proportion of ‘n’-responses on lipread test-tokens after exposure
to ambiguous lipread adapters (AnV? and AmV?; upper panel), and unambiguous
lipread adapters (AnVn and AmVm; lower panel). Signiﬁcant differences between
test-tokens preceded by exposure to auditory /onso/ versus /omso/ are denoted by
an asterisk. Error bars represent one standard error of the mean.

Table 1
Mean proportion of ‘n’-responses and the corresponding aftereffect after exposure
to audiovisual adapters with ambiguous and unambiguous lipread videos.
Lipread information

Ambiguous (V?)
Non-ambiguous (Vn or Vm)

Auditory information
/onso/

/omso/

.52
.45

.49
.50

Aftereffect

.03
−.05

‘n’-responses for the more ‘onso-like’ token (V? + 1) than for V?
and V? − 1. Most importantly, there was an interaction between
ambiguity of the lipread adapter and identity of the adapter
sound (F(1,21) = 12.55, p < .002) indicating that there were more ‘n’responses after exposure to V?An than V?Am (recalibration), but
fewer ‘n’-responses after exposure to VnAn than VmAm (selective
adaptation).
To isolate these effects, aftereffects were calculated analogous
to previous studies by subtracting the proportion of ‘n’-responses
after exposure to auditory /omso/ from /onso/, thereby pooling
over the three test-tokens (see Table 1). Separate t-tests showed
that, in total, there were 3% more ‘n’-responses after exposure
to V?An than V?Am, t(21) = 2.10, pone-tailed < .024, while there
were 5% less ‘n’-responses after exposure to VnAn than VmAm,
t(21) = 2.66, pone-tailed < .008. Fig. 2 shows that the aftereffect was
mainly restricted to the most ambiguous token V?. A separate ttest isolating performance on the ambiguous V? token showed
that there were 6% more ‘n’-responses after exposure to V?An
than V?Am, t(21) = 1.91, pone-tailed < .035, while there were 12%
less ‘n’-responses after exposure to VnAn than VmAm, t(21) = 3.39,
pone-tailed < .002. Thus, as predicted, a learning effect was observed
if the audiovisual adapter contained an ambiguous lipread token,
and a contrast effect if it contained an unambiguous lipread token.
The goodness ratings about the visual part of the audiovisual adapters further conﬁrmed that the ambiguous token V? was
rated more ‘onso’-like if combined with auditory /onso/ rather
than /omso/ (4.51 versus 3.00 on a 7-point scale, respectively,
t(21) = 3.62, pone-tailed < .001). We also tested the possibility that
participants who showed bigger learning effect were also more
inﬂuenced by the sound of the adapter. The effect of the sound
was calculated by taking the difference between the goodness rating of V?An and V?Am, and this difference indeed correlated with
the size of the recalibration effect (r = .39, pone-tailed < .038). Participants who were strongly affected by the sound thus displayed
larger recalibration effects at test.
The present study thus clearly demonstrated that an ambiguous
lipread stimulus between /m/ and /n/ is more likely labelled as ‘n’
if a /n/-sound is dubbed onto it rather than /m/. This immediate
effect is not due to a response bias only because we also observed
a longer-lasting learning effect: that is, the ambiguous video was
labelled more likely as ‘n’ if in a preceding adapter phase an /n/sound was dubbed onto it rather than /m/. Presumably, exposure
to the audiovisual adapter resulted in an endurable adjustment of
the boundary of the ambiguous lipread token that – in later testing – was still observable as an aftereffect. For ambiguous lipread
tokens, participants thus adjust the phoneme boundary such that
the conﬂict between heard and lipread information is reduced.
These ﬁndings are in close correspondence with previous reports on
phonetic adjustments in auditory speech (e.g. [3,28,31,34,35]), thus
indicating that similar mechanisms underlie auditory and lipread
recalibration. Moreover, simple response priming (e.g. respond ‘n’
at test if previously exposed to /onso/) can also be excluded as a
mechanism that accounts for these effects because unambiguous
and audiovisual congruent adapters produced contrastive aftereffects. These visual contrast-effects have been demonstrated before
for auditory speech, color, curvature, and so forth, but here we provide the ﬁrst demonstration of their occurrence for lipread speech.
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What might be the functional reason that there is an interaction
between seeing and hearing speech? At least two relevant notions
have appeared in the literature. The ﬁrst is that it is ‘ecologically’
useful to consult more than one source, primarily because different
sense organs provide complementary information about the same
external event. For this reason, lipreading is used in understanding
speech as it can compensate for interference from external noise
and may resolve internal ambiguities of the auditory speech signal. A second reason is that there is internal ‘drift’ or ‘error’ within
the individual senses that can be adjusted by cross-reference to
other modalities. In the spatial domain of sensor-motor adaptation to optical-wedge prisms, this is already known for more than
100 years [30], but for speech, this kind of cross-reference to other
modalities has been reported only very recently [3]. In both cases,
though, there is a perceptual adjustment induced by a deviance
between two information sources that the brain tries to reduce. The
present study extends these ﬁndings by showing that this kind of
adjustment not only occurs for auditory, but also for visual speech.
Our ﬁndings are also of relevance for the neural mechanisms
involved in multisensory processing of audiovisual speech. Neuroimaging and electrophysiological studies have found audiovisual
interactions in multimodal areas such as the superior temporal
sulcus (STS) and sensory-speciﬁc areas including the auditory and
visual cortices [4,6]. It has been proposed that the unimodal inputs
are initially integrated in STS and that interactions in the primary
auditory and visual cortices reﬂect feedback from STS [7]. On this
account, interactions in the primary cortex are presumably mediated by the STS via backward projections [4]. Besides STS, motor
regions of planning and execution (Broca’s area, premotor cortex,
and anterior insula) could be involved via the so-called mirror neurons (e.g. [12,15,18,25]). Broca’s area is proposed to be a homologue
of the macaque inferior premotor cortex (area F5) where mirror
neurons are situated that discharge upon action and perception of
goal-directed hand or mouth movements. The presumed function
of these mirror neurons is to mediate imitation and aid action and
understanding [21]. Broca’s area is not only involved in the production of speech, but is also activated during silent lipreading [9]
and passive listening to speech [37]. On this view, activation of mirror neurons in Broca’s area may facilitate a link between auditory
and visual speech inputs and the corresponding motor representations. In line with this notion, it has been reported that recalibration
of auditory ‘sine-wave speech’ by lipread information occurs only
if the sine-wave tokens were perceived as speech, but not if they
were perceived as non-speech sounds [31] most likely because in
the latter case, there was no link to articulatory motor programmes.
Vision may thus affect auditory processing via articulatory motor
programs of the observed speech acts [5], and as demonstrated
here, it is conceivable that this effect is bi-directional in nature.
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